CLARION HOTEL ARLANDA AIRPORT
Passion for people and planet

We care
Green Building Certified

Electric cars

In 2013, Clarion Arlanda became GreenBuilding Certified.
GreenBuilding is a system in place to allow for the quality
maintenance of energy efficient buildings. The criteria for
green building are to reduce energy consumption in the building by 25% in accordance with the requirements of the
Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning.

In the SkyCity garage just outside the hotel you will find charging stations with free electricity for a total of 5 electric cars at
a time: 3 charging stations indoors and 2 outdoors.

ISO 14001 Environmental Certification
With the ISO certification, our aim is to strengthen our commitment to the protection of the environment. Choice has
selected the internationally recognized environmental management system ISO 14001, as it is in line with the vision and
actions we aim to put in place

Beehives on the Roof and honey
During the spring of 2013 Clarion Arlanda received 3 beehives with 150 000 bees for its roof. A beekeeping project has
been put in place in cooperation with Destination Sigtuna,
with the common goal of creating biodiversity. Beekeeping
provides us with about 300 kg of honey per year.

Climate Neutral
Through our tree planting project in Africa, we at Clarion Arlanda, offset the carbon footprint of our guests’ stay. GThis
tree planting project is done in cooperation with Destination
Sigtuna and currently we are also supporting a project of the
Clinton Foundation in Malawi.

Arlanda’s Aquifer
The hotel is connected to Arlanda’s aquifer, providing major
energy benefit

The Rainforest Foundation
By staying one night at a Nordic Choice Hotels you preserve
100 sq. meters of rainforest in one year! The contribution
from Nordic Choice goes to Asia’s largest remaining rainforest
on the island of New Guinea, and also helps to protect particularly vulnerable areas where indigenous Indians live in the
Amazon.

Confectionery RC Chocolat
RC Chocolate opened at the airport during the spring of 2013,
right here at the Clarion Arlanda. They work intensely toward
using only origin-labeled and organic raw materials in their)
production.

Palm Oil Free Food
Clarion Arlanda was the first hotel in Sweden to remove foods
containing palm oil. Now, May 2014 hotel chain Clarion Hotel
is Europe’s first hotel chain to exclude palm oil in the food.

the art
We express our commitment through the art we have on site.
”Klum Gallery” on level 13 and all 414 hotel rooms have a
collection of work by Mattias Klum. The motives depict the
state of emergency that endangered animals are in and what
we do and what our guests can do to contribute to improved
climate conditions.
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